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Michalski  resigns Council Presidency 
By SUSIE McCULLOUGH 
Managing Kditor 
R)bert Michalski Is no longer 
president of the Student Council. 
Tuesday afternoon, Michalski, 
junior In education, submitted a 
letter of resignation to Dean Ray- 
mond C. Wlttaker, advisor of Stu- 
dent Council. With the letter, 
Michalski chose to end his own 
short, but controversial term of 
office. 
On May 6, Bob Michalski cap- 
tured the Student Council Presi- 
dency by a margin of 52 votes 
over opposing candidates, Frank 
Plttman and Tom Maher. 
Michalski won the presidency, 
but Plttman's running mates, Bev 
Evans, Greg Thatch, and Roger 
Coate, took the vice-presidency 
positions. 
On June 6, one month later, 
Student Council called for the re- 
signation of newly- elected Michal- 
ski on the grounds of academic 
lneliglbllity. 
Although the Elections Board 
supposedly reviews the grades of 
each candidate to determine eligi- 
bility,   Michalski  slipped by and 
Commission study ends; 
group to write paper 
The commission designated to 
study the mission of the Univer- 
sity entered Its fourth and final 
week of informal discussions of 
the problems and goals of the Uni- 
versity. 
The commission has been 
attempting to mnet the goal of 
"developing, after careful analysis 
and dialogue, a contemporary phil- 
osophy of the University." 
Three-hour, dally discussions 
have been held by the six faculty 
memliers, four students and the 
representative of the Board of 
Trustees in an attempt to meet this 
end. 
A budget of approximately 
$20,000 was appropriated for the 
study. This budget Included ap- 
proximately $15,000 for faculty 
salaries, and $2020 for student 
salaries for the four week period. 
The sum of approximately $2,000 
was set aside for payment of four 
consultants to be Invited to attend 
the seminars, as well as $500 for 
research materials. 
Secretarial and supply budgets 
totalled $580 for a six-week period. 
The commission has discussed 
many areas which concern the Uni- 
versity and Its community. Fol- 
lowing the four weeks of discus- 
sions, mission members Richard 
Carpenter, professor of English, 
Maurice Mandell, professor of 
marketing, and Tom Shelley, 
senior In Liberal Arts, will write 
the formal paper stating the find- 
ings of the com nlsslon. 
The paper will be reviewed by 
the com-nlsslon before the fall 
quarter begins. Later In the quar- 
ter, symposium:; will be he'.d to 
aqualnt various factions of the Uni- 
versity with the commission 
findings. 
One of the most recurring 
themes in the discussions has been 
tha need for criticism on all levels 
of the University. Memoers have 
pointed out that this factor is a 
necessity In any attempts to Im- 
prove the situation li the Univer- 
sity. 
The possibility of regarding 
teaching as a reflection of phil- 
osophy has also been suggested. 
This Idea Incorporates the 
assumption that the manner In 
which a society educates and pun- 
ishes is a reflection of its phil- 
osophy. 
Members agreed that professors 
should regard their roles as that 
of professing, Imparting, guiding, 
and directing,   and facilitating In 
the learning processes. 
They suggest that teaching be 
regarded as a science and an art, 
and that professors should con- 
stantly strive to direct their phil- 
osophy toward this end. 
They further suggest that one of 
the real functions of a professor 
Is the Interpreting and relating of 
facts, and then presenting these 
facts in such a manner as to In- 
spire and challenge students. The 
success of this project is directly 
related to the effectiveness of his 
teaching process. 
The commission indicated that 
they felt the University should 
search for its own values Instead 
of accepting the Imposed values 
from outside the University com- 
munity. 
Complete adherance to this 
course of action Is hampered, how- 
ever, because the University is 
subject to limited resources. The 
University's many publics must be 
satisfied, according to the com- 
mission. 
This problem of values Is com- 
plicated further by the students 
objections to moral entitles 
Imposed upon them by the Univer- 
sity in an attempt to satisfy the 
"many publics." 
Students feel the opportunity for 
experimentation should be granted 
to them. According to the com- 
mission, the arguemimt against 
this proposal Is that the students 
cannot afford to fall, and the Uni- 
versity Is protecting them from 
this possible failure. 
Another aspect under discussion 
was the value of higher education 
itself. Only 15% per cent of per- 
sons over 25 years of age have 
had exposure to higher education. 
16 per cent of the persons under 
this age level have received bach- 
elor's degrees. 
It   was   pointed   out   that   many 
people have other kinds of special 
training and degrees. 
The controversial Issue of Uni- 
versity housing was also brought 
to attention. The commission In- 
dicated the essantlal aspect of 
housing is whether or not a dorm- 
itory should be an educational ex- 
perience or a place to live in. 
Sin lent mt-mt>3rs felt that as the 
situation is now, a dormitory is 
not an educational experience. 
Several problem s of University 
housing were cited. Over- crowd- 
ing of dorm'tories Is necessary for 
the University to maintain oper- 
ating budgets. 
Students also suggested that 
there be revisions in the selec- 
tion of student resident advisor, 
in the enforcement of various 
dormitory rules, and in the open 
house and visitation regulations In 
the dormitories. 
The possibility of BGSU engaging 
in several private dormitories was 
also discussed. Room and board 
would be cheaper In these resi- 
dences, because they would be built 
on private land. 
The commission discusses sev- 
eral means of Improving the Uni- 
versity as a whole. A closer 
association between students and 
faculty, via seminars and smaller 
classes,  Is needed. 
Greg Thatch 
campaigned while on academic 
probation. Under the new Stulent 
Council Constitution, Council 
memoers running foi office must 
be "In good standing with the Uni- 
versity." 
Ironically, two of Michalski's 
vice-presidents, Greg Thatch anl 
Bev Evans, brought the situation 
of his lneliglbllity to light. Having 
stated the case to Drs. James 
Bond and Edward Ward, the two 
Council memoers then brought the 
matter to court. 
The remaining memoers of 
Council, many of them lewiy- 
elected and unexperienced, had no 
solution to the presidency or lack 
presidency problem, A few sug- 
gested a "recall" action, one 
wanted a postponement of decision 
until fall,    many    demanded  lm ■■ 
muriloto f*0«lcrnaHnn 
Until July 15, no action had been 
taken. Both Michalski and the stu- 
dent body were awaiting word and 
decision of Dean Whlttaker con- 
cerning the filling of the office of 
Student Body President. Although 
he once said, "Let it be known to 
all that I do not Intend to resign," 
on July 15, Michalski handed In his 
resignation. "He was under no 
pressure to do so,"stated Dean 
Whlttaker, but under the Con- 
stitution, the Dean of Stu- 
dents would have had to eventually 
declare the office vacant, anyway. 
A situation such as this has never 
occurred before, but Dr. Ward re- 
marked that Mlchalskl's lneligl- 
bllity would have been de- 
tected eventually. 
Greg Thiich, vice president of 
rules and regulation, will assume 
the position of Student Council 
President In the fall. Who Is to 
assume the position of first vice- 
president in Thatch's place Is still 
questionable, however. 
But finally the Michalski con- 
troversy Is over. Michalski In- 
dicated that he had several things 
he wanted to pursue In the near 
future. "I am going to be working 
closely with theOhloConfederation 
of State Supported Schools In 
Columous," he commented. The 
Confederation Is the lobbyist group 
for higher education. 
Michalski was optimistic about 
the chances for Student Council's 
success in the fall. "The chances 
are 50-50 at best." He con- 
tinued, "a great deal of what Stu- 
dent Council's going to do will 
depend on the eight people to be 
elected In Novemlwr." 
BGSU co-ed crowned Miss Ohio 
Kathy Baumann 
Miss Bowling Green, Kathy Bau- 
mann, has earned the honor of 
representing Ohio In the Miss 
America Pageant this September 
In Atlantic City. 
Miss Baumann, 19, has recent- 
ly completed her sophomore year 
at Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity. The Independence, Ohio na- 
tive was crowned queen In the 
Miss Ohio Pageant held last week- 
end at Cedar Point. 
Miss Baumann's college edu- 
cation will be delayed for a year 
as she performs the duties of 
her honor. She will be residing 
with her official hostess, Mrs. 
William Violet, in Bowling Green. 
Miss Baumann placed first in 
the swim suit competition, and per- 
formed a dance routine for the 
talent segment. Her presentation 
followed the music of "Doing My 
Thing," "Those Were the Days," 
and "Beautiful Ohio." 
Kathy, who stands 5-foot-5 1/2. 
weighs 118 pounds and measures 
36-23-36, has previously taken 
honors in the Miss Teenage Am- 
erica Contest. 
She will receive a $1,500 schol- 
arship, $1,000 wardrobe allowance 
for her trip to Atlantic City, a 
mink stole and the use of a new 
automobile for her use during 
her year as Ohio's representa- 
tive. 
A member of Phi Mu sorority, 
Miss Baumann succeeds Miss Les- 
lyn Hippie of Canton In receiving 
the   state's   top pageant honors. 
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Council presidency 
The controversy concerning the Student Council Presidency is 
over for Bob Michalski.   For many people, it is not. 
Michalski resigned Tuesday afternoon, and Greg Thatch, newly 
elected vice president of rules und regulations, is set to assume 
the duties of the presidency. 
It was Thatch and IJev Evans, vice president of cultural affairs, 
who brought the matter of Michalski's ineligibility to attention. 
Unfortunately this information was not discovered until it was 
too late to contest the original election. This meant that the con- 
troversy would have to be settled by a judiciary decision. 
This whole conflict is appalling and ridiculous. It shows ex- 
cellent examples of incompetence and dirty politics. It has ser- 
iously damaged any chance of success the 1969-70 Student Coun- 
cil might have had. 
With the change of personnel, the office will lose vast experi- 
ence. Michalski has been actively involved in politics for over 
eight years. He was most recently active in the fight to stall fee 
increases. 
Thatch, a junior in education, will huvc more problems than just 
his lack of experience, lie must overcome the image of incompe- 
tence that hus been formed by the controversy, unite the various 
factions of Student Council once again, und keep the Student body 
from trying to oust him before he even begins his tenure of of- 
fice. 
By lorn Sielley 
Guest Columnist 
Technology? Technology Is the 
means employed by a people to 
provide themselves with material' 
objects. In one sense, and the 
sense of the term I shall use, 
technology Is also the material 
objects of a culture per-se. It 
Is a result of that complex of 
human behavior and beliefs called 
culture. Technology Is sometimes 
thought of as an extension of the 
physical body of man. It Is much 
more than this. Tools and ma- 
chines are actually extensions of 
the human mind. 
Technology is of great benefit 
to man when properly used. With 
It he harnesses the force of nature 
and subordinates them to his own 
purposes. Thus, it Is a means 
to an end, that end being the 
betterment of man. 
Man created technology early 
In his career, as the artifacts 
of the Paleolithic Indicate. Over 
millions of years, technology be- 
came Increasingly Important to 
man to the point where he Is now 
the only animal that cannot sur- 
vive without It! The so-called 
Neolithic Revolution firmly fixed 
technology as an Important aspect 
of man's cultures. With the Intro- 
duction of the technical In- 
novations of this period man gained 
freedom from a subsistence level 
of living. Division of labor and 
private property arose. Men could 
devote much more of their time 
to the arts and leisure activities. 
Technological progress pro- 
deeded very slowly—often In 
spirts—until the full flowering 
of the sciences in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries. Since 
then it has mushroomed from the 
steam engine to atomic energy 
and the computer. All of these 
more recent innovations have 
greatly Improved the lives of vast 
segments of mankind. 
At the same time the misuse of 
technology has had a highly de- 
structive effect on the human race. 
People In possession of a higher 
level of technology have used it 
to subvert and destroy other men— 
bows and arrows against rifles. 
The terrifying misuse of atomic 
energy has threatened to ilestroy 
the whole world. Unwise use of 
DDT, the Improper disposal of 
wastes and the exploitation of 
natural resources are making the 
air, water and earth unfit for all 
living things. These overt prob- 
lems are not the fault of tech- 
nology, but of Its human masters. 
They can hopefully be solved by 
reason, love and faith In mankind. 
And they will be, In time. 
Much more subtle and terrifying 
than the human misuse of tech- 
nology is the effect of technology 
Itself on man. Technology was 
once kept in check by a strong 
moral order. In the twentieth cen- 
tury there has emerged a strong 
technological order that crushed 
and controls the moral order. 
Technology Is no longer simply 
another aspect of the human con- 
dition—it dominates and controls 
man: What was once the servant 
of man is now the master of Its 
creator. The results of this are 
devastating to modern society: 
objectlflcatlon, dehumanlzatlon 
and enslavement of the minds 
(and often the bodlesl) of millions 
of human beings. 
Work, for man, Is no longer 
creative and fulfilling. A man on 
an assembly line repeatedly doing 
a relatively simple task Is no 
longer a human being. The 
machine is no longer an exten- 
sion of the man; the man is an 
extension of the machlnel Life 
and work become meaningless to 
him. He is alienated. Mental 
illness, alcoholism and the de- 
generation of the family are some 
of the symptoms of his condition. 
Automation and cybernation 
have made work and machines lm- 
personal—they have removed 
human control over technology to 
a large extent. Technology 
especially in Western Civi- 
lization, Is no longer a means 
to a noble end. It has become 
an end In Itself. 
Even though physical labor and 
even whole Job categories are 
slowly being replaced through au- 
tomation and cybernation, no one 
excapes the encrochment of tech- 
nology on his life. The clock, 
the computer, the TV set 
"control" the minds of men; from 
Social 
Snobbery 
BY DIANE JOHNSON 
Student Columnist 
The girl who won't date a guy 
unless he's In a fraternity, the stu- 
dent who chooses an expensive pri- 
vate college over a state school to 
Impress his friends, and the tea- 
cher who Is so concerned whether 
he is called a professor or an assis- 
tant professor, they're all alike. 
They all have one thing in common— 
social snobbery. 
From mornlnguntll night theS. S.' s 
(social snobs) are constantly wor- 
rying over what their neighbor 
thinks and what kind of impression 
he   Is   making on  someone else. 
I only have one thing to say to 
them, "So what!" So what, what 
your neighbor thinks. So what, 
that your Saturday night date isn't 
In a fraternity. (Give him credit 
for living individually.) So what, 
that Bowling Green doesn' t rank 
among the elite In colleges and uni- 
versities. (It still gives you an 
education.) And so what, what 
title you hold. 
Live how you want to live.    Do 
what you want to do. Set and follow 
your own standards of right and 
wrong. 
We encounter these S.S.'s every 
single day. Everytlme someone who 
has Just met me says, "It was 
so-o-o nice to have met you" In a 
slckenlngly sweet voice, I feel like 
shouting back, "How could It have 
been so-o-o nice to have met me 
when youhaven't talked to me, you've 
known me for a total of two seconds, 
you could care less whether you 
met me or not, and ril bet you 50 
cents you don't even remember my 
name." 
The greatest Invention for the 
s. s.' s has been the Installment plan. 
What better way Is there to keep 
up with the Jones' than the "buy 
now pay later plan?" But It's not 
whether you keep up with the Jones' 
or the Smiths or even the Mag- 
lllacuttys that matters. It's whether 
or not you are living the way you 
want to live.    It's doing your own 
thing. 
If you want to quit school because 
you really believe It's a waste of 
time, go ahead and quit. But if 
you want to quit Just because it's 
hard, that is a different matter. 
There's a big difference between 
living how you want to live and 
taking the easy way out. 
Everyone has to sit down and de- 
termine what his own goals are, 
not the goals he thinks his parents 
would like to see him reach, not 
the same goals his friends are 
striving for, but his very own 
goals determined by the set of 
values he possesses. Then, try 
until he reaches these goals. 
The S.S. sets goals, too, but his 
goal 8 are only for the benefit of 
others. Maybe someday he will 
learn to live and think for him- 
self. Maybe someday he will forget 
what his neighbor thinks. Maybe 
someday he will wake up. Maybe, 
Just maybe. 
>w in  10   uu        _
— MQn       State universities take over 
and the 
machine 
the de-classed ghetto dweller to 
the multimillionaire. The results 
are that human beings are ob- 
jectified—we no longer see other 
people as human beings, but as 
machines, things. The Western 
nations are filled with Impersonal 
masses unable to asslmulate 
splrltualculture or react emotion- 
ally to other men. The unity of 
life once seen by more backward 
peoples is destroyed. Tech- 
nology itself, aside from how men 
use it, surrounds them with fear 
and anxiety. 
Reversing this trend may seem 
as hard as reversing entropy 
In the Universe, but I feel that 
it can and must be done. Tech- 
nology, In ever Increasing levels, 
is here to stay. What is needed 
is a value reorientation towards 
technology,  work and leisure. 
People must be lnnoculated to 
value machines only as a means 
and to Interact more effectively 
with other men. A higher level 
of liberal and scientific-techno- 
logical education m/iy provide the 
former and the methods of hu- 
manistic psychology may hold the 
key to the latter. 
Inhuman work must be a- 
bollshed. Where physical work 
cannot be abolished, working con- 
ditions must be restructured to 
allow men to see their end pro- 
duction In order that a sense 
of creative fulfillment may be de- 
rived from work and to restore 
dignity where it has been lost. 
Creative leisure—which does not 
include watching TV eight hours 
per day-- must be replaced for 
tlmu not spent at work. The 
practice of the various arts and 
athletics must be made valuable 
to people; work must be seen 
as a pastime, not something to 
fill the day with. 
Letters to the editor 
It is with no great deal of 
pleasure that I have chosen to re- 
sign my post as Student Body Pres- 
ident. While there were a number 
of factors that lead to my decision, 
there were also many that indicated 
that I should not have resigned. 
All points considered, I feel this 
to be the wisest decision. How- 
ever, I am still concerned with 
the future of student government. 
Next year, I hope the StudentCoun- 
cil addresses itself to the problems 
of the quarter system, the rising 
cost of education, the procurment 
of a student minimum wage and a 
voting student member on the 
Board of Trustees. Soon I will be 
submitting a list of recommenda- 
tions, In a 'State of the University' 
message that I hope will not be 
Ignored.   To grapple with such pro 
blems requires experience in stu- 
dent government. I hope inexper- 
ience does not haunt Student Coun- 
cil's every endeavor. More than 
this concept, I hope that my cri- 
sis as Student Body President does 
not mark the beginning of many 
power struggles and ln-flghtlng. 
This can only lead to a stagna- 
tion of any progress for the sake 
of one-upm.inshlp. Student govern- 
ment can be a wonderful tool. I 
hope that Its members make use 
of it wisely and expand Its spec- 
trum. I wish Student Government 
the best of luck when It meets 
again in September. I urge the 
Student Body to support it as much 
as possible. 
Robert M. Michalski 
Former Student Body President 
)Edltor's note: After consultation 
with the author of this particular 
column, the true name has been 
withheld for professional reasons. 
This is not the regular policy of 
the News.) 
By Dagney Taggert 
Guest Columnist 
One Sunday afternoon when sum- 
mur lay warm and lazily over 
the fruited plains of Ohio, the 
state universities seized the gov- 
ernment in Columbus. It was easy. 
The element of surprise enhanced 
by the fact that the state gov- 
ernment itself had set the stage 
for a forcible occupation of the 
state universities Just seven days 
hence. As In the always tense 
Middle East, It was Just a question 
of striking the first crippling blow. 
The state police were disarmed 
by university security personnel, 
aided by a corporal's guard of 
faculty members and students who 
had faithfully kept up membership 
In the National Rifle Association. 
The governor would have called 
up the state militia, but with the 
president of THE state university 
sitting in the governor's chair 
smoking his expensive blunt 
cigars, lines of authority were a 
bit confused. The state liquor 
monopoly was closed down for 
24 hours, then opened under con- 
ditions of business as usual. 
State officials went to work as 
though nothing had happened, 
though there was some good-na- 
tured bantering about whether the 
governor-president would substi- 
tute grades for pay to state em- 
ployees. (This had been con- 
sidered briefly,   then discarded.) 
Despite-the 10 o'clock curfew, 
which was observed everywhere 
except on the cloistered battle- 
fields of academla, the public took 
to the new regime tolerably well. 
The govenor-president, as his 
first official act, assured officials 
of the Big Ten that Ohio State would 
honor Its football and other ath- 
letic commitments. This move 
ended any vestiges of hostility 
from adjacent states, although 
lights burned late In the athletic 
chancellories of Ann Arbor and 
East Lansing. Woody Hayes, sen- 
sing danger, found refuge tempo- 
rarily at Notre Dame. Some 
states admitted escaping Ohloans; 
others turned the luckless fugi- 
tives over to university-state au- 
thorities who promptly put them 
on warning. 
Business was reassured by the 
new government's provisions for 
continued pollution of Lake Erie. 
"Pollution control is a dirty word 
in Ohio," remarked the new state 
vice president for business affairs, 
"especially if it lowers profits." 
For youth, there was a big pot 
party, and for the law and order 
advocates, a big bust afterward. 
Labor was mollified by an im- 
mediate 6 per cent pay raise. 
Newspapers were sternly ordered 
to publish or perish, although a 
few of the bolder ones ventured 
the editorial prediction that the 
universities might find they had 
bitten off more than they could 
chew In attempting to run an en- 
tire state. 
"But in the final analysis, the 
universities had no choice," one 
leading metropolitlan newspaper 
editorialized. "Faced with the 
prospect of a military takeover 
by the state government—a move 
which would have seriously com- 
promised the Ideals of academ'c 
freedom—it was necessary for the 
universities to act. Faced with 
the destruction of their own li- 
berties, the universities destroyed 
the liberties of others, so that 
academic freedom might survive." 
The new budget, as expected, 
added 20 per cent for pure and 
applied research to the universi- 
ties' appropriations. Public aid 
and pork barrel projects, such as 
highways, were cut 20 per cent 
across the board. Mental health 
divisions were eliminated or com- 
bined with university psychology 
departments. Legislators work 
weeks were boosted to 40 hours 
and lawmakers were required to 
spend 15 hours a week In their 
districts listening to constituents' 
wishes. All bills passed by the 
Ohio General Assembly were sent 
to the combined Faculties Senate 
for approval or disapproval. If 
approved, the governor-president 
and his academic cabinet signed 
or vetoed bills. Recalcitrant leg- 
islators were simply suspended 
from their Jobs. The budget fi- 
nally was balanced by raising the 
cost of living for non-residents 
of Ohio who came to the state 
to live and work. 
Ohio, of course, became a focal 
point of Interest for political scien- 
tists who came to Columbus to 
see how one university-state had 
solved the problem of town-gown 
alienation. Thegovernor-pre- 
sldent became a national figure, 
and his name became the center 
of speculation as a likely candi- 
date for presldent-president, 
would the universities manage to 
band together and take over the 
whole country. In Washington, 
the President and his National 
Security Council decided that the 
new Ohio University State posed 
no threat to national security. 
In fact, the efficiency of the new 
state impressed them. 
"We'd make the trains run on 
time if there were any trains to 
run," remarked the state vice 
president for transportation 
affairs. 
Inevitably, there was reaction to 
the crisp university dictatorship, 
and it arose, of course in the 
teeming university campuses. The 
university presidents and the gov- 
ernor-president who had a state 
to run m«*t the Issue head on by 
simply abolishing the universities, 
turning usable campus buildings 
Into gigantic trade schools. And 
few lamented the universities' pas- 
sing. Without the adm'nistrators, 
there was nobody to give scope and 
purpose to them anyway. The 
threat  to academics was over. 
The Garbage Hustlers' 
opens tonight on campus 
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By CATHY PRATT 
Staff Reporter 
Perspective. . . that's what this 
story Is supposed to be about. . . 
perspecUve . . . putting the parts 
of a thing into relationship with 
the whole . . . perspecUve . . . 
keeping the parts in proper pro- 
portion. . . perspective . . . "The 
Garbage Hustlers." 
The play, "The Garbage Hust- 
lers," will open tonight at the 
Joe E. Brown Theatre In Uni- 
versity Hall. So I guess the next 
step Is to give you some Inside 
perspective on the play produc- 
tion. 
I say "inside" not because I 
am In the play. I Just went and 
watched Dr. Addington (the di- 
rector) and his cast in practice 
all last week, and garnered what 
little perspective becoming In- 
volved with any production allows 
you to garner. 
First of all, the play. It's no 
Pulitzer Prize winner, but It's 
entertaining. It's got some really 
funny lines and Addington and his 
cast play up the humorous stage 
business  to the limit of hilarity. 
Watching a production without 
costumes or makeup, no stage 
lighting, and numerous Interrup- 
tions when a character wants to 
check his line or cue to be sure 
he has it right, Is not the most 
enjoyable way to see a play. It's 
a little hard to get In the proper 
mood when all the house lights 
are on. But I told myself, "Self, 
you're not here for enjoyment. 
You're here to do a story." And 
myself answered, "There's a hell 
of a lo'. more to this play than the 
audience on Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday night Is going to see. You 
have the opportunity to see all that 
now. So shut up and look around 
you for the real backscenes ac- 
tion." 
The real action was Dr. Adding- 
ton and the cast. 
The cast mem'jers aren't all 
great actors; they're not all good 
actors, either. The students in the 
play who are regularly seen In 
and around the productions all 
year form their same group that 
all theatre people have. They tell 
"remember when" stories to each 
other and laugh when they think of 
"what's his name" trying to do that 
horrible scene from Dr. some- 
body's play in '65, or was it '66. 
Dr. Addington Is all over the 
place. He sits calmly In the aud- 
ience watching the play, his el- 
bows propped on the arms of the 
chair and his fists under his chin. 
It's not like he's propping up his 
head with his arms; more like he's 
using the weight of his head to 
hold his hands still. That's the 
only time Dr. Addington's not ges- 
turing wildly and talking with them. 
Suddenly he jumps up, climbs 
over a few rows of seats and runs 
up on stage to demonstrate some- 
thing to one of the actors. 
campus 
calendar 
JULY 17—The play " The Gargage 
Hustlers" by George Savage, Jr. 
and Sr. will open tonight at 8 p,m, 
in the Joe E. Brown Theatre. The 
play will run through Saturday. 
JULY 21—The campus movie "the 
Great Race" will be shown at 7 p.m 
and 9 p.m. in 105 Hanna Hall. 
Jack Leminon, Tony Curtis and 
Natalie Wood star In this comedy. 
JULY 24—An all-campus cookout 
will be held at 4:30 p.m. in the 
area south of the Ice Arena. 
Have You 
Ever 
Seen A 
Strip Steak 
354-9655    
The other actors start thinking 
up their own entertainment be- 
tween the long run-throughs. Tom 
Pendergast and Ken Neuenschwan- 
der seized a washboard and barrel- 
drum and began making their own 
"beautiful" music during breaks. 
After the rehearsal, the cast and 
director hold a discussion on what 
Is good and what needs to be Im- 
proved. Addington tells them he's 
confident that the play will "come 
off." The actors listen, relaxed 
but attentive. They are told to pick 
up their cues, accent a different 
word in some scene, make the 
audience hear a question. 
"It's stylized action," Addington 
tells them, but play it more hon- 
estly—you've got to start from a 
realistic base." 
Dr. Addington's more than a 
director; the man's an experience. 
He's talented, perceptive, hard- 
working, etc. But more than than, 
the cast likes him. This makes it 
easier for him to bring out more 
in the production. 
So much for perspective. 
Parking services 
Parking lots 3 and 5 will be 
reserved for Pre-reglstratlon 
beginning July 14 through Aug- 
ust 15, 1969. Parking lot 7 will 
be available to convajters. 
Your cooperation will be 
greatly appreciated. 
Cap and gown 
measurements 
Candidates for the August grad- 
uation are reminded to place their 
order for cap and gown rental 
at the University Bookstore in the 
Student Services Building. No 
cash Is needed at the time the 
measurements are taken. 
HUSTLING   CIRCUS   MONEY 
Ken Nevenschwander, Tom Pen- 
dergast and Don Clapp work on 
a   scene   for  tonight's   perform- 
ance. 
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Lasalle's Country 
Corner Classics 
Reduced 
OUR SPRING AND SUMMER STYLES 
ARE NOW REDUCED FOR 
THREE DAYS ONLY 
4.99 
to 
21.99 
ORIGINALLY $6  TO $26 
Save on the classics you love...skirts   shirts, skooters and 
tops.   The great mixables...color coordinated to mix 
natch.   Hurry into Lasalle's for first pick in misses' sizes 
6 to 16.   This sale ends Saturday so be early 
the selection is limited in broken sizes and colors. 
LASALLE'S 
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Mills directs distributive education 
MORE INSTRUCTORS od distributive education or* new being 
hired, commented Dr. Mills, director of the program. (Photos by 
Larry Nlghswonder) 
By NEDA PARKER 
Reporter 
Distributive Education, under 
the direction of Dr. Chester O. 
Mills, professor of business edu- 
cation, Is the teaching of sales- 
manship, distribution of goods, and 
merchandising. 
Established in 1964, distributive 
ed joatlon Is specifically divided 
Into three categories: high school, 
technical or nld-management, and 
adult distributive education. 
With this program of education 
relatively new at B.G., students 
are constantly desiring to pursue 
this field. Due to the lack of In- 
structors, It has unfortunately been 
Inevitable that not all students who 
want to are able to enter this 
curriculum. 
Asked about this problem Dr. 
Mills replied, "Fortunately, more 
Instructors of Distributive Edu- 
cation are now being hired so that 
by the fall of 1969 more students 
SAVE 30% TO 50% 
Semi-Annual Shoe Sale 
FAMOUS BRAND DRESS SHOES 
Choose from such famous names as Socialites   Connie, Nina 
Smartoire   Jaqueline   Lark and Corelli.   A fantastic selec- 
tion of colors and styles now S[)% to 50% off regular prices. 
Regularly $11 to $21     Now   5.99   to   12.99 
FAMOUS BRAND SPORTS AND FLATS 
Save now on famous names like Lark, Smartaire, Connie, Old 
Maine Trotters and more.  Large assortment of colors and 
styles to choose from it fantastic savings. 
Regularly $10 to $16        Now 5.99   to 11.99 
LASALLE'S 
may hopefully enter this field." 
in the future those who pursue 
the field of Distributive Education 
should have no drawbacks In ac- 
quiring a profitable occupation. 
"The demand for teachers of 
distributive education Is great," 
he stated. 
Though Bowling Green, as a tea- 
chers training Institute, supplies 
Ohio with 80% of Its Distributive 
Education teachers, It would be 
Impossible for the University to 
Dr. Chester Mills 
meet the entire demands of the 
state. Bowling Green, however, 
produces more teachers of dis- 
tributive education than any uni- 
versity In the United States. 
The Distributive Education divi- 
sion maintains a placement pro- 
gram and works In cooperation with 
the Distributive Education Division 
of the State Department of Edu- 
cation. 
Dr. Mills hopes that more stu- 
dents become aware of Distribu- 
tive Education and pursue this field 
of popular demand. 
Sinner theatre 
travels to Heron 
For some lively entertainment, 
plus a chance to leave Bowling 
Green for awhile, the News sug- 
gests you travel to the Huron play- 
house this weekend to see "the 
Dark at the Top of the Stairs." 
The play, by Wlllalm Inge, is the 
story of a Mid- West middle-class 
family crisis In the 1920's. 
Arguing over the purchase of a 
party dress, the ecoaam'eaUy-ln- 
secure husband strikes his wife, 
slams the door vowing never to 
return. 
In an effort to save the frag- 
ments of her family, an Introver- 
ted teenage daughter and an over- 
protected son, the distraught 
mother moves In with her sup- 
posedly happy sister. 
•"The Dark at the Top of the 
Stairs" praised as "Inge's best" 
has received such comments by 
New York drama critics as "both 
amusing and touching," richly re- 
warding successive momnats of 
pathos and laughter, "ani "warm, 
troubled, deeply moving...an1 tan- 
talizing." 
Mary Carolyn Russo, a graduate 
working on her master's degree, 
Is handling the demanding role of 
the mother who discovers her 
family through the conflict 
Involving it. 
Rick C rouse, also a graduate 
student working for his master's, 
portrays Miss Russo's Insecure 
husband, while Cindy Crumllsh 
plays her comical, but fearful sis- 
ter. 
"The Dark at the Top of the 
Stairs" Is directed by Ronald M. 
Ruble, a graduate stulent working 
on his doctorate, who is In his 
second  season at the Playhouse. 
Inge's play will run until July 
19, curtain time 8 p.m. The 
Huron Playhouse Is located at the 
air-conditioned McCormlck School 
on Ohio Street. All seats are 
reserved at the adm.'.ssion price 
of $1.50. 
ENJOY A ROYAL 
TREAT 
BANANA SPLIT 
PARFAY        FIESTA 
live a little! 
434 E. Woostei 
Dairi| 
Queen 
FALCON PIZZA 
FAST 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
5P.II. 'TIL CL0SIN6 
352-1215 
The Pancake House 
• Char Broiled Steaks 
and Chops 
• Full Course Family 
Dinner 
12 VARIETIES OF 
PANCAKES * WAFFLES 
Opes Toe*, tan Sat. 7:JS-S 
Saa4ays7:M-7 
Reserve our Wuiiamsburg 
Room for your Private Parties 
412 E«rWoott«r 
CLOSE* MONDAYS 
£$tauraa 
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The BG News 
Literary Supplement 
POEM  POSTCARD FROM THE INTERIOR 
Mo muil delivery 
in this place 
except on Sunduy. 
Land crabs, man, 
ore eating all 
my seedless raisins. 
Two old surveyors 
drowned last week 
in the town pond. 
I hud u letter 
from your first 
wife: "Farewell." 
What did you do 
with all the 
can openers, man? 
At night the wind 
blows out my 
kerosene lumps. 
If I were any 
lonelier I'd be 
stone cold dead. 
But (iod visits me, 
man, and talks, 
except on Sunday. 
--Frederick Fckman 
Khote by DANIELS & MANSFIELD 
WHY I NEED YOU 
There exists a sea 
of giddy monsters 
upward surging—reaching 
spread-armed claws 
to lap up stubborn creatures 
hanging from the sun. 
I am hanging from the sun. 
My sweating hunds are hot and slipping 
Sun refuses aid. 
The laughing lost below me 
snap their jaws, click/laugh 
click 'laugh 
and I am hanging from the sun 
and I am hanging from the sun 
and they—the monsters 
laugh below me 
you are there—not laughing 
y ou are there an island 
there an island—sober, caring 
'midst a sea of giddy monsters 
catch me 
hold me 
find me when i fall. 
—Wes Evans 
SEE m ANGRY WIND 
RIP LEAVES OFF LIMBS OF TREKS. 
YOU TAKE YOURSELF AWAY 
"C,raig Smyth 
Photo by DUG 
*• 
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Lay Lady Lay 
silling in a baywindow boat 
rain is free, clean, 
flashing sounds so powerful, 
the ever changing oil slick 
mesmerising, drawing me. . 
and he is there, so close, 
only the beercan and 
ashtray 
separating us. 
an accidental touch and. . . 
Big Brass Bed our, 
cradling womb-- 
and we are one. 
In the light we go 
our separate ways? 
-D. R. Hoffman 
Untitled 
1. 
he died 
today, stopped 
listening & came 
to see & got 
shot, he didn't 
know: if not 
for me, against 
me-just curious 
& killed. 
11. 
he came out to die 
as for the evening 
paper, disinterest 
as shield, the unspoken 
question: when had lilacs 
lost their fragrance? 
111. 
poke rubble, decry 
& apprehend, but who redeems 
the failed 
lilacs? 
--Ron Johnson 
7 P.M. 
Harley pushed his head up 
through a quagmire of thoughts. 
Bralnmush fought a rational draw- 
ing together of disjunctive sensa- 
tions, Harley opened his eyes. Ja- 
son, sitting across the noisy table 
was, at first, an animated blur. 
Unfocused eyes fixed themselves 
on an arbitrarily chosen semi-ob- 
ject within the blur. The object 
became first a broom handle, then 
an elephant's trunk, a purple penis, 
and a nose. It remained a nose. 
"Yeah, I'm Ustenln' to ya. You 
ain't makln' much sense right 
here at this moment," Harley said, 
and paused to pick at an Infected 
pimple on the end of his elbow. 
"But It's probably Just this here 
wine." 
"It's all In the wine," Jason 
added philosophically, "It's all In 
the wine." 
Hurley refilled his glass for the 
thirteenth time, making sure, as 
best he could with one hand 
propping up his head, not to let the 
left drops run down the rlghthand 
side of the bottle's neck. He took a 
gulp and closed his eyes again. 
"Go on," he thought, "go on, 
you crazy bastard, talk the hlgh- 
fullootln' so-called college bull- 
shit. I don't understand It when I'm 
sober, but shit. I'm drunk enough 
tonight for any old thing. I'll get 
you tomorrow llftln' them bags. 
You might be the great, uh. . . .he 
moved his head halfway to the 
glass, the glass halfway to his 
mouth to where the two entitles, 
mouth and glass, could meet. Eyes 
still closed, he tilted his head a 
bit, and let some wine fall down— 
"you might be the great, uh, shit, 
uh, Plato, yeah Plato, but you sure 
as hell ain't worth a plumb f— 
when It comes ta' doln' man's work. 
Shit,   I  sure are drunk enough." 
Jason talked on. Harley, keeping 
his eyes closed most of the time, 
Brush Stroke 
Modome Monet in the Willows 
could not feel any less/beguiled 
she lost her form; 
sproy  flung nebula, wonescent lady, 
how curious to be a splash oil 
soaked chunk of barter, 
such a puff of thorn. 
Claude-struck. 
—Carol J. Pierman 
Photo by Jo Ann HIEHLE 
POEM 
a green worm 
hangs suspended 
suspended 
by impossible 
utterances 
of his own body 
drops 
the last few inches 
to the tangible 
ground 
and crawls away 
wo a word of explanation 
-Robert Erman 
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occasionally opened an eyelid, an 
unconscious signal that he was still 
alive; a response that meant very 
little, since he never kept his eye 
open long enough to focus on any- 
thing. Besides opening    an occa- 
sional eyelid, Harley made motions 
with his right hand; motions that 
meant "go on, go on" to Jason, and 
very little  to Harley,  except by 
doing them at the end of each drone, 
Harley had sensed that Jason kept 
talking,   and  asked no questions. 
The drone of sound kept on for 
an hour before Harley thought a- 
bout   It.   Drone,  wave the hand, 
drone wave the hand drone, drone 
I open the eyes, close the eyes, drone 
I drone. Then a coupla' short, higher 
[drones, and silence. Harley opened 
[his eyes and with more difficulty 
I than before, focused them across 
[the table. Only the wall or some- 
[thing. Jason was gone. 
Harley half rose and, seml-mo- 
[blle, felt his way outside the bar. 
lit was raining, but Harlev didn't 
quite notice. He was soaked by the 
time he got to the corner and 
wetter than the rain when he 
reached the muddy parking lot. 
But he was not there. He stumbled 
over nothing at all and fell. Wet 
mud. A puddle of wet mud met 
him going down. It cooled Mini 
Lying there he thought of a cir- 
cus, and a pink balloon, and he 
thought of Jason. 
"Shit," he said aloud, "I sure 
are drunk enough." 
And one last thought came Into 
his mind. One thing thought that 
Jason had said stuck. It stuck as 
the mud under  his cheek stuck. 
It won't always be this good, 
Harley. It won't always be...this... 
good. 
Over, It went sliding finally into 
nothingness, and Harley, sliding 
too, went with It. 
Fiction By: 
WES EVANS 
for Jennifer. 
no cascading rivers 
or blazing stars, 
no winds, no rains, 
no green hands pulling up 
or heavy snows, 
no sunsets 
& no wheatfields either. 
my love is stone, 
it has no force 
but incredible butterfly 
wings to dance 
on your soft hair 
a song perhaps 
& quiet pool 
where you can see 
your visions in deep blue, 
& silver secret fish 
that you can never catch: 
they are my gift. 
Photo by DUG 
you lay down for ART. 
you lay 
down for science, 
but why not for me. 
for i am neither, 
and my poetry might 
be your answer. 
"Thomas H. Lambert 
■•harald wyndham 
THE THIRST QUENCHER 
A word is only  a breath;  the air 
is pulled in  and then  let out* 
A voice is the  mouth thot dares 
to  sing,  a  song,  which  is  a  lot 
of words to make you  happy. 
And this is a  song for you, 
so   young  and  pure.  Please,  let you 
out and pull  me in,  I  love you. 
And  who  is to  deny  it? 
Do not mistake  me,  I hove  evidence; 
If you were walking on Main  Street 
on  a  hot   day,  and your mouth  was dry 
because you  were really  stoned, 
and  someone offered you  a  7up, 
could you  refuse  it? 
--Tommy  Cadwell 
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Honesty is the best 
policy for booker's interest 
rales, or 
fast talking old women at Kliens 
"On the Squore" 
(in now york city) 
Honesty is a 19 year old 
Don Juon's love line used w/ 
a watchmaker's precision 
and a few 
careless tears. 
Honesty is talked about 
but 
nover heard, 
preached but not practiced. 
reach for it sometime 
and pull back your hand 
filled with honest 
sincere 
bullshit  
and I thought of calling 
god 
and making a formal complaint, 
but the operator soid he had 
an unlisted number, 
aw c'mon ,   I  said. 
"No really,   she said 
HONEST. 
at the hospitality inn 
OUR GLORY IS HOSPITALITY, 
we have set aside this place 
for all you strangers 
to lie in. 
our boths are clean and 
the bar is open every night 
until two.   you wonder 
at our diligence 
yet we are old friends 
remember? 
once, you drank blood here. 
--David Adams 
Memory 
Darkness of night 
alone 
shivering. 
The strives 
of stinging autumn wind 
bleeding warmth 
from my body. 
Brings to mind 
the colorful days. 
a delicious thought: 
"fun and laughter." 
as a coin lost 
falling 
into 
a 
sewer. 
"Jimmy l.ambcrt 
--L. S. Demitri 
PHILOSOPHISTIQUE/ 
California Notebooks/7:68 
Among figures carelessly hidden 
One ending 
) et another 
»el another 
Reflected in her Wonts 
Her voice a lialiil 
closing her ej es 
his hands 
folding oat the knowledge of himself 
altering the terms 
the necessity of silence 
urged in whispers 
The objects the evidence 
remain 
the urging persists through his silenc 
He wakes from a dream 
punishing her breasts 
HUNGRY MEN 
Meanings arc mun's 
He glouts on an un- 
certainty. 
Uncertainty 
He walks 
He sups on spurs 
of anxious 
delicacy. 
His pulp-soul is 
digesting. 
His bowels spewing his 
mind. 
-Becky Allyn 
Photo by DUG 
A THOUGHT FOR YOUNG POETS 
"Raymond Ihl'alma 
Quoted in W. Cabell Bruce. John 
Randolph of Roanoke (1923). Vol. 
II.P. 197. 
'Tis vain for present to wish. 
Our persons first must be forgotton 
for poets are like stinking fish. 
They never shine until they're rotton. 
MacDonald Clarke (1798-1842)    Epigram 
"We ore the people our 
parents warned us about. 
. 
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Pre-registration   programs begin 
Beginning July 14 and continuing 
[ hrough August 15, all new fresh- 
nen entering Bowling Green State 
I Jnlverslty In the fall of 1969 have 
[he opportunity to participate In 
Ihe Summer Pre-Registration |?rogram sponsored by the Student |3ervlces Center. 
The Pre-Registration Program 
lias been designed to allow the 
hew student time to confer with |idvlsors from the college he Is en- 
tering and to select the courses 
Ihat will be a part of his academic 
Ivhedule in the fall. The University 
llso makes use of this time to 
lollect Information and prepare |'ie profile to be used In advising 
lie student throughout his college 
I xperlence. Parents have the op- 
lortunlty to become more per- 
lonally Involved with the Unlver- 
I lty through meeting with the aca- 
lemlc and personnel deans and |ther  University staff memtsrs. 
Each student selects two days 
jiat will be convenient for him 
I mi his parents to visit the cam- 
lus for scheduling and orientation. 
Overnight accommodations are a- 
vallable at McDonald Quadrangle 
for both parents and students. Oth- 
er arrangements may be made 
through the hotel service In the 
University Union or local m^'els 
and hotels. 
During the two days of the pro- 
gram, students and their parents 
have the chance to become ac- 
quainted with the University's rec- 
reation, residence, and dining fac- 
ilities by attending the various 
panel discussions, slide presenta- 
tions, and lectures. Several of the 
campus organizations and affilia- 
tions, such as ROTC, Panhellenlc 
Societies, and Choral Groups, have 
also scheduled meetings to ac- 
quaint the student with the advan- 
tages of being associated with 
their organization. The speech and 
hearing test that Is reqilred by 
the  state of Ohio Is also given. 
After the student has registered 
his schedule of classes with the 
college In which he is enrolled, 
he may then purchase the books 
he will need from Ihe Univer- 
sity   Book Store.  Bee-Gee Book 
EXT STOP McDONALD QUADRANGLE-Students spend a night 
the dormitory as part of the orientation program. 
DORSEY'S DRUGS 
For All Your Needs 
OPEN SUNDAY NOON 'TIL 6 PM 
MON-SAT 9 AM 'TIL 10 PM 
Stop and Visit Our  Pipe and 
Tobacco  Shop 
tt*t»*t*f BBB-CHARATAN-GBD 
HEY MEN! 
SHOP 
HITMAN'S   MEN'S WEAR FOR 
* LEVI STA-PREST BLUE JEANS 
SLIMS and BELLS 
* LEVI STA-PREST for DRESS 
PLAIDS PLAINS STRIPES CHECKS 
Stop In And Browse Around 
HITMAN'S MEN'S WEAR 
147 N. MAIN 
Store or Student Book Exchange. 
Information concerning this and 
other traditional collegiate pro- 
cedures is contained In brochures 
that make up a portfolio which Is 
handed to each student at the 
beginning of the program. The 
Pheasant Room and the Falcon's 
Nest In the University Union are 
open to the participating students. 
The program this year Is essen- 
tially the same as preceding years 
with the exception of tne afternoon 
tour. Replacing the tour Is slide 
presentation showing the Individual 
buildings on the campus. 
Most of the participating stu- 
dents Interviewed expressed satis- 
faction with the manner the admin- 
istration has set up and Is conduct- 
ing this program, the only com- 
plaints being concerned with the 
lack of attention to individual needs 
on the part of the college advisors. 
Some students expressed difficulty 
In switching from one college to 
another or from one area of em- 
phasis to another. The majority of 
Interviewed students, however, 
stated that the counseling ses- 
sions were extremely helpful to 
them In completing th sir academic 
schedule for the coming fall quar- 
ter. 
Miss Linda Pleblow and Richard 
Lenhart are the directors In charge 
of the 1969 Pre-Registration Pro- 
gram. Their offices are located In 
the Student Services Building and 
can be reached at campus exten- 
sion 3941. 
Story by Lisa Klenk 
Photos by Larry Rasmussan 
REGISTRATION LINES are even more annoying than usual on the 
hot summer days. 
University 
Barber Shop 
Hours  8:30 A.M. 
to 5:30 P.M. 
RAZOR HAIRCUTTING 
HAIR STRAIGHTENING 
Buckeye 
Room 
UNION- 
Call lor Appointment 
or walk-in Ext.   2225 
NOW 
thru Tues., July 22 
Eve. at 7:20, 9:20 Sat. & Sun. Mat. at 2:30, 4:30 
Cla-zel 
GOODBYE. COLUMBUS'IS 
BOUND TO BE A GREAT 
SUCCESS!" 
"TENDER. LOVING. 
FUNNY-SAD! 
RICHARD BENJAMIN JACK KLUGMAN^^'^iMacGRAW.-:;. aw gw," 
"W»ll h       ,.«•■'.   ■    H 
WHAT?? 
YOU STILL HAVEN'T 
HAD A 
Pagliai's Pizza? 
1004 S.MAIN 
353-1444 or 
352-5177 
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Prof explores value crises 
By COLEEN BELL 
Staff Reporter 
Besides teaching and partici- 
pating on the Faculty Senate, Dr. 
Archie Jones is now involved in 
a   new   yroject—writing a book. 
Dr. Jones served as dean of the 
College of Liberal Arts from 1963 
to 1968. He Is now a professor 
of American Studies in history and 
English, an interdisciplinary pro- 
gram under the chairm mshlp of 
Dr. Alma Payne of the English 
VALUE CRISES are the subjects of Dr. Jones' book concerning 
20th Century history and philosophy. (Photos by Larry Nighswan- 
der) 
Dep.irtmont. The purpose of the 
American Stuiles program, ac- 
cording to Dr. Jones, Is to study 
American Culture from widely 
separated points of views, such as 
art, political science, history or 
literature. 
In co-operation with Prof. Ro- 
bert Goodwin of the Philosophy De- 
partment, Dr. Jones Is presently 
working on a book which he hopas 
"will explore the value crises of 
the 20th century American changes 
In the nature and purpose of the 
study of history and philosophy." 
The book wlU explore the ways 
in which these changing values are 
reflected in "suoh phenomena as 
the sexual revolution, black na- 
tionalism, and the life styles of 
the so called younger generation." 
This is not to be a text book; 
rather is Is Intended for the gen- 
eral market. 
Dr. Jones is also Vice Chair- 
man of the coming year's Faculty 
Senate. This is an elected body 
to represent the faculty in the 
process of governing the Univer- 
sity. The following year, Dr. 
Jones will act as the Chairman 
of the Senate. Some of his present 
duties are to serveon several con* 
mlttees and   to serve in the ab- 
sence of the present Chairman. 
According to Dr. Jones, the Fac- 
ulty Senate has certain specific 
powers and exercises great in- 
fluence in all areas affecting the 
University, from .student life and 
scholarship to building programs 
and political activity. The Senate 
Is not connected with the students, 
although It works in co-operatloa 
with them, such as through the 
Student Council. 
Dr. Jones Is personally Inter- 
ested in seeing that "students and 
faculty come to realize that they 
are seeking fundamentally the 
Sam;' Inprovements and pro- 
grams." Dr. Jones felt that the 
Senate has been quite effective and 
will "become increasingly ln- 
fluenclal'' in the future. 
Concerning students and higher 
education, Dr. Jones stated that he 
firmly believes that "good 
scholarship Is always relevent to 
the Individual student both in time 
and In place." 
Dr. Jones went on to say that 
''when scholarship is not relevant, 
It is generally indicative of the 
fact that it Is poor scholarship and 
poor teaching. This assumes that 
the student Is making a reason- 
able effort and Is aware of the 
The U-Shop 
at 1/2 Price?!?! 
(OR - IS DENNY REALLY GIVING THE U-SHOP AWAY) 
Denny has really done it this time.   Columbus was horrified 
with his first markdown but now he has gone too far.   The 
home offices in Columbus called the Law in on Denny— 
Rick Law, that is— to verify what they hear. 
The Law' Report to Columbus is as follows: 
MEN: It has become necessary for me to remain in BG to 
keep Denny from giving the whole store away.   His 
markdown is just as big as we heard.   He is almost 
giving our merchandise away. 
DRESS TROU some down to Vi 
CASUAL TROU-as much as $5 & $6 off 
KNIT SHIRTS too low to talk about 
SHOES-Down to Vi (I couldn't believe it!) 
SUITS-down to 'i price 
S. Coats as low as $17.50 
SWIM TROU-down to Vi 
SHIRTS-as low as $2.99 
WOMEN: Maw Shank   Denny's new women's mgr., is right 
in the middle of this conspiracy, (see picture at right)   She 
is all but giving clothing away (our top quality...brand name 
goods) 
SLACKS-down to Vi 
JEANS-lioff 
Shoes-!; off (can you believe that?) 
SKIRTS too low to put in writing 
KNIT TOPS-I  hate to think of it 
ItttiltWBttg 
Dr. Archie Jones 
fact  that only he can make an 
scholarship   truly relevant In 
personal way." 
Dr. Jones stressed the im 
portance of education not jus! belli 
a tutorial situation, but lnslea 
being a learning situation. 
In the spring quarter of nex 
year, Dr. Jones will be teachln 
a special doctoral sem.'nar in th 
Speech Department. 
classifieds 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
Bedroom house to rent. Furnl 
lshed. For students. Contact 
352-7471 July 21. 
Room for male student seconj 
sum ner session close to campus 
Also choice room for fall. PhonJ 
353-7574, Mrs. Steldtmann. 
HOUSE FOR RENT for 6 boys! 
walking distance to campus, start f 
ing now or fall quarter. InqulrJ 
at 901 Wallace or 116 E. Cour| 
St. 
Room for male student. Near carl 
pus. Phone 352-7365. 
PERSONALS 
Female roommate wanted to livj 
in apt. near campus for '69-'7i| 
school year.   Call 352-0479. 
Need ride desperately to and fro nl 
Toledo M-F. First class 10:0| 
done at 2:00. Will share expense| 
Contact Debbie at 382-8366. 
SIAMESE KETTENS-$15-Seal anl 
Chocolate point.   Call 352-19631 
Manuscripts, papers typed. Prcl 
fessional. 353-2431. 
532 E.WOOSTER OPEN 9-5 MONDAY thru   SATURDAY 
Klever 
JEWELRY 
STORE 
JULY 
SALE 
25%50%75, 
REDUCTION 
on much 
of pur 
REGULAR 
STOCK 
Buy Now 
and Save! 
: 
RICKSHA 
GIFT SHOP 
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Bunts V Punts 
By VINCE MANN IX 
Sports Writer 
• Certainly the biggest thing the 
MAC wants most Is recognition. 
Recognition as a conference of 
schools with good, solid Intercol- 
legiate competition that Is cap- 
able of playing almast anybody of 
"big time" calibre. 
Well, the MAC'S got It on the 
line this fall with some of the 
heavy action It's scheduled. OU's 
schedule has got to be the most 
ambitious of all the conference 
members as far as outside compe- 
tition goes. 
Following Its televised home 
opener, last season's MAC champs 
will hit the road as they tackle 
the "Golden Gophers" of the Uni- 
versity of Minnesota. The Bob- 
cats will really be put to the test 
In this one as the Gophers pro- 
mise to have the best running 
game In the nation. 
For the most part, OU has fared 
pretty well in recent campaigns 
against the Big Ten; however, the 
last time out the men from Athens 
got waxed 42-6 by Purdue. That 
was 1966 and the Bobcats have come 
a long way since then. 
Four weeks after the Minnesota 
game, OU will be In University 
Park, Pennsylvania, where It will 
play Penn State, the number 2 
team In the country last season. 
Unfortunately for Bill Hess' 
charges, the situation might be 
that "what's left of OU" will 
take the field against the Nittany 
Lions. Their "showdown" with 
Miami is the week before. 
Speaking of Miami, on November 
8, the Redskins will travel to Col- 
lege Park, Maryland, the home 
of the University of Maryland 
"Terrapins". Miami should make 
out better against Maryland than 
OU will against either of Its non- 
conference "toughles", becauseof 
the fact that lately the Terps 
ain't been doln' dlddly In the Atlan- 
tic Coast Conference. 
For Miami, this one comes right 
: in between the Toledo  and Kent 
State (rames, so as In OU's case, 
Softb all 
Standings 
July 15 
Off Campus 1 .eague 
Nothings 5-0 
Drunks 2-3 
All-Stars 23 
Gringos 1-4 
Darrow Hall  1 .eague 
Dropouts 4-1 
D-Days 4-1 
Grunts 3-1 
Flyers 3-1 
Names 2-3 
Dwellers 2-3 
Renegades 1-4 
Hall 0-5 
the 'Skins will be spreading It 
pretty thin. Especially since Mi- 
ami Is supposed to be in the thick 
of what shapes up to be one helluva 
battle among three, and possibly 
four teams for the MAC champ- 
ionship this season. 
Our own Falcons will be taking 
some of that "heavy stuff" right 
off the bat when they open up the 
1969 campaign at home against 
Utah State on September 20. The 
"Big Blue" are an Independent 
team but they play a rugged sched- 
ule Including games with Army, 
Colorado State, Utah and Brlgham 
Young. 
Judging from last year's home 
opener, the Falcons will be coping 
with the heat besides with Utah 
State. Both should make for an 
adequate test of what Coach Neh- 
lan' s guys have got for Falcon fans 
this season. 
Judging from what happens In 
this one, the Falcons will be able 
to figure out just how things are 
going to for the rest of the way. 
This could be to BG's advantage 
because following an away game at 
Dayton the next week, they'll be 
at home against Western Michi- 
gan and Kent State will take on 
n o n - conference teams which, 
though they may not have the 
"name", play tough football—Pa- 
cific, West Texas State and Buf- 
falo respectively. 
Incidentally, we have a Novem- 
ber 15 date at West Texas before 
wrapping things up at home against 
Noarthern Illinois the last week of 
the season. 
Keeping with the MAC'S growing 
strength, Kent State will open Its 
new stadium this fall. Memorial 
Stadium will seat nearly 29,000 
which is 5,000 more than Doyt 
Perry Field's capacity of 23,272 
and currently the MAC'S biggest. 
Kent's newest version Is due to 
Increase Its capacity to 50,000 
within the next few years. 
A sign of the times? Tne MAC'S 
getting set to run with the "big 
boys" now. 
ONE IN AND ONE ON THE WAY ••ems to'be"the 
prevailing spirit of the residents of Kreischer B 
on hot, summer days. 
(Photos by Alan Poszeyvak) 
Rush goes pro with Bengals 
Cllve Rush, will make his pro 
coaching debut August 10, as the 
Cincinnati Bengals clash with the 
Boston Patriots at Bowling 
Green's Perry Field. 
Rush, a native of Springfield, 
Ohio, began his football career 
at Miami of Ohio, where he 
starred as a Redskin receiver. 
At one time he held 14 all-time 
school records. After graduation 
he played one year with the Green 
Bay Packers, and then started 
on a college coaching career 
ar Dayton. 
After assistant coaching at Ohio 
State and Oklahoma, he took his 
first head coaching job in 1959 
at the University of Toledo and 
remained there for three seasons. 
When Sonny Werblln purchased 
the pro Jets In 1963, Rush left 
his college coaching post to be- 
come offensive coordinator for 
the Jets. His success with quar- 
terback Joe Nameth and the 
team's receivers led him to his 
new position at Boston. 
"It   took   six  years  of  wins, 
losses, and frustration to build 
a winner in New York," the 
37-year-old Rush stated recently, 
"and now we have a new and 
bigger challenge here In Boston. 
We'll do anything we need In 
order to Improve ourselves." 
Rush has promised to unveil 
a new and even more exciting ver- 
sion   of   the Patriots at  Bowl- 
ing Green.    Pre-season trades 
and   a   new   staff of assistants 
are  the prime  reasons for his 
optimism. 
Tickets are available at the 
Bowling Green State University 
Athletic Ticket Office and at all 
area Marathon service stations. 
5i Lsanello s 
203 N. Main 
'We use FRESH dough" 
—FREE   Delivery 
IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS 
10" 12" 14" 18" 
Ph. 352-6782 or 352-5167 
5 P.M.-l A.M. Daily 
Now Showing     Portage 
Thru T«#s. July 22 T\    • •" Drive-in OPEN 8:00-CARTOONS 9:20 
First-Run Action Hit 
Weekdays at 9:40 -- Fri. & Sat. at 10:00 
pnuL nEuimnn 
J0RM1E WOODWARD 
ty^     ROBERT U1RGI1ER 
uimnmG 
WINNING    IS EVERYTHING* 
»UNIVERSM ' NEWMAN -FOREMAN PICTURE 
E  "ET" 
TFCHNJCOLOR /PANAVISION- ■■■■■■■■ 
Weekdays at 12:00   - Fri. & Sat. at 12:20 
■ ■«■ ■   na^^a i«rn«> Katherine 
*•'-•    HELLFIGHTERS     ■*.« 
NEED A 
BANK?? 
Stop at 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
222   SOUTH   MAIN  STHEET 
BOWLING GREEN    OHIO 4340: 
Soon To Open-University Office 
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THE LOGARITHMIC LEGION. 
NAIRE, or THE IMPOSSIBLE LOS- 
SES OF LUGAPICHI, o novel by H. 
Wyndham Pierce. Libido Press, 
Erehwon,     Arizona,      1969.    $5.75. 
While browsing through Wool- 
worth' s last week, I stumbled Into 
this unique and sensational novel 
and Immediately checked It out 
for two weeks, with all sincere 
Intentions of returning It. I shall 
never do so, however, for of all 
the books I have stumbled Into 
In this vale of tears, I have never 
experienced a more exciting human 
document. It Is an epic, to say 
the least, written in blood, flesh, 
hair, urine, spinal fluid, and India 
Ink. It Is THE ONE BOOKOF THE 
CENTURY no one can afford to 
miss. It makes Faulkner look like 
a babe In arms, Hemingway like 
Lord Fauntleroy, Miller like Nor- 
man Vincent Peale. 
What happens Is this: Luga- 
plchl, normal all-American foot- 
ball-playing son of a mldwestern 
corn magnate, looks in the mirror 
on the morning of his graduation 
from the UNIVERSITY OF HIS 
CHOICE to discover that a tunnel 
has been excavated In the center 
of his forehead. He takes his 
fingers away from his Windsor 
knot, startled. He gawks a bit. 
Blinks his eyes. Takes three as- 
pirin. To no avail. The tunnel 
Is definitely there, deep, black, 
sinister looking, leading straight 
Into his forehead. Trembling, he 
puts a finger to Its edge, hoping 
it Is either a hallucination or per- 
haps an immense blackhead. His 
finger slides onto the second 
knuckle. Then, strangest thing, 
Uke falling off a tall building, he 
feels his arm being sucked into the 
hole, then his feet sweep up and 
enter also; finally all of him Is 
tumbling head over heels down 
this black, well-like staircase as 
Into an abandoned mlneshaft. For 
some reason, he expects to splash 
Into water at any moment. 
In spite of being surprised, con- 
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fused,   etc.,  his  mind is already 
sorting out ways of escape for he 
is naturally quite worried about 
getting   out in time to graduate 
from   the   UNIVERSITY   OF   HIS 
CHOICE  that afternoon.    Just as 
he  Is telling himself that he has 
really passed out due to strenuous 
drinking the night before, a baby 
carriage rolls past him, mounted 
with a water-cooled machine gun. 
It is being pushed by Jlmmle Stew- 
art wearing a Nazi cowboy hat and 
drawling in Chinese.   Vast pano- 
ramas appear:  plains of Russia 
outside Stalingrad, Budapest, War- 
saw, Berlin, Hiroshima,   Gaudal- 
canal,   Saigon and  the Little Big 
Horn   fused together In three-D 
cinemascope.      Sweeping across 
the   plains   comes   a   CAST  OF 
THOUSAND children, marching 
hand  In hand, wearing pinafores, 
cub   and   boy scout uniforms, 
pioneer and mardlgras outfits, bil- 
lowing skirts and blowing blond 
hair.   Their eyes are bright. They 
are   singing   SONG  OF   MYSELF 
In three keys and fifty languages 
all orchestrated harmoniously by 
Stephen   Foster.     The   baby- 
carriage mows them down.   Soon 
a cloud of old, bearded buzzards 
settle on their bloated bodies and 
draw up new scripts, constitutions, 
manifestoes, pour quicklime on the 
bones, grow new grass and throw 
in a blue-bell here and there for 
a   touch of realism.     And now, 
Instead of another army of young- 
sters, huge winged birds appear— 
pterodactyls—and In minutes con- 
struct a facade of concrete sky- 
scrapers  toward  which silver- 
stream; lner passenger trains rush 
from all directions—from the 
grade  schools,  high schools and 
colleges   In   the   distance.     Im- 
mense   mouths open in the sky- 
scraper wall and  the trains are 
swallowed up.     There Is a long 
silence,   during which Lugaplchl 
can barely make out the clicking 
and humming of huge  machines. 
Then, above that, he hears a single 
voice, singing SONG OF MYSELF 
New journal planned 
Plans were formulated early this week concern- 
ing the publication of a new university Journal of 
the arts, to be called "Western Wind", sym'ols 
of man's free-flowing creative spirit. 
Tom Shelley, chairman of the comnltteetoedlt 
this new journal, stated Tuesday afternoon that the 
professed goal "will not be to supplant existing 
publications, but rather, to Increase awareness 
of the arts on the campus level." 
Shelley explained that work Is In progress for 
a publication date early In September. Inquiries 
should be addressed to Box #3, University Hall 
Bowling Green. 
Twenty-first birthday 
By Mirk Scheerer 
Sergeant Preston had finally 
snapped out of it after a ride 
down the rapids. The cold and 
the cracks on his white face were 
bad enough not to mention the 
wolf attack. But all that is In 
the past now, and besides, he's 
been given a pussy cat by his 
ex-enemy/savior Nanook of the 
North. He smiles a lot now. 
Not all are like Marty with her 
"I am the Queen Bitch of the 
world—destroy you with a single 
glance"—face and her cat eyes. 
God, she scares me but no time 
for that now as John and I are 
off on our freaky Journey through 
the night—down the dark stair- 
case--a shock after the hot" A- 
laska room--John bouncing ahead 
of me, a chunky little Talmudlc 
scholar/wrestler type with his 
Abraham and Isaac nose (face?) 
review 
..i sanserif and sees a man In a 
top story window waving a red ker- 
chief and laughing at the sun. Soon 
that voice Is Joined by others until 
the buildings are shaking and the 
concrete walls cracking from the 
vibrations of this one song. In 
a moment, the mirage crumbles, 
and on the Immense field,Lugaplchl 
sees rings and rings of men and 
women holding hands and dancing, 
singing, naked as Jay-birds, full of 
body-hair, Joyful, exulting, copu- 
lating, standing on hands, kicking 
heels. And then, on schedule, out 
comes the baby carriage and mows 
them all down. Gigantic bull- 
dozers appear with blades of Bibles 
and bearded Ellshas bouncing on 
the seats. Soon all are burled, 
grass Is planted and the horizon 
is darkening. Unable to contain 
himself, Lugaplchl turns from the 
Inevitable re-runs and finds him- 
self facing a dark lady. She Is 
veiled in black, her nipples stand 
out like black orchids, her thighs 
encompass whole continents, In 
each eye sparkles a gold doubloon 
and from her ruby lips there 
emerges an endless stream of 
punched ticker-tape, splrallng 
down into the WALL STREET 
JOURNAL that stretches at her 
feet. On top of her snake-like 
black hair sits a VICTOR VICTO- 
LA with megaphone horn that goes 
continually I AM (tick) I AM (tick) 
I AM (tlck)...whlie her fingernails 
run a river of blood. On her 
belly Is tatooed a map of the United 
States. Lugaplchl Immediately 
digs Into his pocket for his rusty- 
trusty penknife, he sees her belly 
Is swelling to Immense pregnancy, 
stretching the map to the limits 
of tension. Ignoring the brimstone 
gushing from her nostrils, Luga- 
plchl steps boldly up and makes 
a long Incision, from New York to 
Los Angeles non-stop—and Is Im- 
mediately blown off his feet by 
the rush of .sewergas,, andteargas 
and | screams and rhetoric and 
lullabys and suicide notes which 
in Its very expulsion leaves inside 
and electric hair zooming along 
the sidewalks, hurrying to get 
somewhere (Dan's house, I guess, 
but I can't figure out why and 
John doesn't seem to know either. 
So we bop along digging the cars, 
that glide ominously by us, bun- 
ches of Mexicans peering out the 
windows at us, little chlcano, 
the kids too. The lnsldes are 
dark but their light brown faces 
shine through the windows at us 
as they dig us. The whole fa- 
mily doing likewise, then moving 
off to the Dairy Queen for mel- 
ting ice cream. (John says Col- 
orado freaks eat lots of Ice cream. 
Good for the dope-ridden body. 
Have to try some but I don't 
feel like It now while my teeth 
still have the little pieces of rub- 
ber between them and I'm all 
too conscious of what's In my 
mouth and what's not.) 
Dan's place finally after a hot 
search through white hallways 
and mailboxes and Christ It's 
hard to keep my head In some 
semblance of order In front of 
Dan's semi-straight roommates 
but It's Just not fair 'cause 
they've got a little white pussy- 
cat, too, and a beautiful celling 
that does wonderful things and I 
can't stay away from it long e- 
nough to answer the questions 
they've been asking but Dan's 
not there and we're off again. 
So many things to do, trips to 
take, like cruising In Dan's alr- 
condltloned car/boat/monster; 
eating the most visceral, elastic 
editorial 
that belly a complete vacuum. 
Immediately Lugaplchl Is sucked 
into the vast crater which Is the 
United States. The temperature 
drops from 700 degrees Faren- 
helt to absolute zero In seconds. 
Luaplchl knows that If he doesn't 
do something he will be as dead as 
the ley cadavers who pass through 
him from all sides, rushing busily 
about, gray as ghosts, building 
Igloos of automobiles, chewing 
gum, libraries, cigarettes, 
washer-dryers, groceries, pro- 
phylactics, mailing letters in Ice- 
bergs, etc. Desperately, with his 
last Inhalation, he begins to sing 
SONG OF MYSELF to the leaves 
of frozen grass. With each breath 
the song comes more easily, 
stronger, creating waves of 
warmth, greening the grass, bring- 
ing a film of pink blood to the 
surface of the cadavers whose 
blood melts Ice crystals and soon 
Lugaplchl Is surrounded by a 
healthy, quiet multitude, sitting In 
the grass, singing the song with 
him, each In a secret, private 
key which Is absolutely harmon- 
ious. Flowers begin to sprout on 
the Icebergs.     Huge evergreens 
grow over Lugaplchl's head, 
blessing him with rose petals. 
Sunflowers bend and nod affirm- 
ation on all sides. Sweeping 
Mississippi's run by fast and 
deep. Two old codgers who 
look like Walt Whitman and Mark 
Twain come by on a raft, get 
out and lie on the grass, invit- 
ing their souls to loaf. There 
Is bread everywhere. Break 
off a stone and chew pumper- 
nickle. Honey and milk are 
squeezed out of the maples. 
Suddenly Lugaplchl Is seized 
with a fear even greater than 
the fear of not graduating from 
the UNIVERSITY OF HIS 
CHOICE: he remembers the 
Jlmmle Stewart baby-carriage 
that sits on the edges of human 
reason ready to sweep in like 
an avenging WCTU-VFW-CIO- 
Bolschevik legionnaire and mow 
I've ever seen let alone digested; 
lying under the stereo, Johnny 
Winter's wailing-spilling slowly 
out all over me like heavy-grade 
motor oil or honey, filling all 
my Joints with blues-lubrlcatlon; 
feeling and hearing the pizza 
working Its way through my pin- 
ball-maze intestines and tubes; 
forcing myself to loo'x into the 
fish tank though they scare me 
tonight and the catfish at the 
bottom wants to eat through the 
glass and do unspeakable fish- 
deeds to me; rapping with John 
for hours that were probably 
minutes about his travels; (did 
you use your thumb or a sign? 
BGSU student to Colorado—that's 
close.) Planning and can't 
wait —ing my own trip soon, 
this summer; and then a pre- 
dawn top down drive up 75 with 
the warm wind slamming our hair 
around, past the farms and the 
gray moon, (safe and alone— 
for a few more weeks at least) 
on our way down and starting 
to feel tired but happy and con- 
tent and wondering why we always 
complain about nothing to do In 
Bowling Green. 
I 
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By FRANK GALLO 
everyone   down. 
Leaving the song-fest, Lugaplchl 
begins his perilous Journey across 
the desert of COMMERCIAL TEL- 
EVISION to destroy the baby car- 
riage as It rolls out of Walt Dis- 
ney's cardboard fantasy land with 
its bullets   of legal, legislated 
death.    Wearing the laurel of an- 
archy,   Lugaplchl   makes   a   few 
practice kicks, and Just as the black 
buggy   appears on the   horizon, 
races toward It, kicks and sends 
It sailing Into the endzone to win 
the   game   In   the   final   second. 
Swelling with muscles, growing 
taller,   becoming a titan,   Luga- 
plchl steps out of the belly of the 
enormous   woman,   sews it shut 
without leaving a scar or a navel, 
for the woman Is now Eve—Eve 
of the  heaped-wheat belly, white 
Eve, brown Eve, golden Eve with 
the blue pools for eyes, filling her 
with his SONGOF MYSELF semen, 
making a new world, a new Amer- 
ica,  a new peaceful dream, such 
a II. [i.  Thoreau had while asleep 
beside Walden Pond. They discuss 
names for the child.   Immediately 
they dismiss Cain or Able.     If 
It's a girl, they'll name her Poca- 
hontas.    If a boy, Johnnie Apple- 
seed.  Tney stroll off Into the sun- 
set which sets slowly behind the 
shining sea and all the stars are 
spangled and full of blessing. 
This novel, written by a man I 
know quite well, Is not available 
at every Woolworth. It is not 
even In print, as yet. It sits in 
clean galleys, ready to roll off 
the presses, poised like desper- 
ation In the poet's heart. To 
read it, you must look into the 
mirror, in that Ice edge moment 
when you wonder what you are 
doing at the UNIVERSITY OF YOUR 
CHOICE and what the hell your life 
Is going to come to, and see a 
tunnel appear In your forehead 
and plunge down that tunnel sing- 
ing SONG OF MYSELF for all you 
are worth.  Hope to see you there. 
